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THE GREAT GALLERY
Catalogue of Exhibits
ROOM 1 - At G4RS HQ RSARS Blandford - Pictures donated by Kit Hall, GM4EMX
ROOM 2 - Personalities - Pictures donated by Kit Hall, GM4EMX
ROOM 3 - Home and Away - Pictures donated by Mike, G3GWD
ROOM 4 - Relaxing - Picture donated by Syd, G4XUH
ROOM 5 - Special Event GBØWSF - Pictures donated by Russ, GØOKD
ROOM 6 - 21st Signal Regiment (Air Support) and GB75AFS - Pictures donated by Dennis, GW4XKE and
John, G4KJV
ANNEX 6A - MORE GB75AFS - Pictures donated by Dennis, GW4XKE and John, G4VJF
244 SQUADRON OFFICE - GB75AFS - Air Formation Signals and a PS ! - Pictures donated by Dennis,
GW4XKE and John, G4VJF
ROOM 7 - Those magnificent men and their flying (and non-flying) machines - Pictures donated by Dennis,
GW4XKE and John, G4VJF
ROOM 8 - Scarborough Royal Signals ARC - Pictures donated by Tony, G3CWW
ROOM 9 - GB2QM - a truly special Special Event - Picture donated by John, G4VJF
ROOM 10 - Frank, G5BM and Newent Nouveau 2000, Appellation Contrôlée - Pictures donated by Marilyn
Watts and Dick, G3NVK
ROOM 11 - In preparation - waiting for the paint to dry!
ROOM 12 - More Personalities - A Quartette of Faces from Famous Callsigns.
ROOM 13 - Leicester ARS Show 2000, Donington - Pictures donated by PA3GVQ and Dick, G3NVK
ROOM 14 - Strange things happen at sea - Pictures donated by Ron, GØWFC
ROOM 15 - The 700th Sunday CHATTERBOX NET - Pictures donated by Dick, G3NVK
ROOM 16 - An Annual Pilgrimage to WWI Battlefields and War Memorials in France. - Pictures donated by
Brian, GØVNU
ROOM 17 - GB4RSL - 2000 - the definitive illustrated report. - Pictures donated by Dennis, GW4XKE
ROOM 18 - 2327997 Sgt Eric Alexander Parker, Royal Corps of Signals. Picture supplied by John Parker
ROOM 19 - SOUTH NORMANTON & DISTRICT ARC and G-QRP CLUB RALLY March 2001 - Pictures
donated by DUNCAN WALTERS, G4DFV
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ROOM 20 - THE SPRING COLLECTION 2001 - Pictures donated by Alan, VK6PG
ROOM 21 - PLAY IT AGAIN SAM! - Pictures donated by Sam, G4OHX/4S7OHG
ROOM 22 - ALEXANDRA PALACE - GB2AP - April 2001 - Pictures donated by Dick, G3NVK
ROOM 23 - WE BAND OF BROTHERS - Picture donated by Derek, MØBGX
ROOM 24 - BORN INTO THE HOBBY - Picture donated by James, G6FPC
ROOM 25 - TRAINING IN PROGRESS - Pictures donated by James, G6FPC
ROOM 26 - VK2YN GOES WALKABOUT - Pictures donated by Ken, GØPSW and Mike, G4AYO
ROOM 27 - KITE, JOHN, VAN - Pictures donated by John, G4KJV
ROOM 28 - LOUIS VARNEY - G5RV - The Man and his Aerial - Photographs donated by Mrs. Nélida
Varney.
Inter alia included is a PDF copy of the 4-page Profile of G5RV by Ken Hill, G3CSY originally published in
the RSARS Journal "MERCURY"
ROOM 29 - AIR FORMATION SIGNALS - Pictures in the first RSARS Slideshow Photographs donated by
Dennis, GW4XKE
ROOMs 30 AND 30a - HOLYHEAD LIFEBOAT and GB4HMD (Holyhead Marconi Day) - Photographs
donated by Dafydd, GW4WLZ
ROOM 31 - YORK RADIO RALLY - July 2003 - Photographs donated by Derrick MØBDD
ROOM 32 - LINCOLN RADIO RALLY - July 2003 - - Photographs donated by Derrick MØBDD
ROOM 33 - 8Q7LC - - Photographs donated by M.K.Johnson VK6LC and K.Hall GM4EMX
ROOM 34 - Sharp Knife Required - - Photographs donated by J.E.Fry G4SKR
ROOM 35 - Leicester ARS Show 2003, Donington - Pictures donated by MØBDD
ROOM 36 - Polo Shirts modelled by Adrian - (Egypt Branch RSARS Stores) - Pictures donated by M1LCR
ROOM 37 - Exeter marks the spot - Pictures donated by G3EFY
ROOM 38 - Right Markers! - Picture donated by MWØBNB
ROOM 39 - The lonely sentinel - Picture donated by G1LKJ
ROOM 40 - Call Centre Memories - Pardess Hanna - Picture donated by G3OMT
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ROOM 41 - A dozen for Summer - AGM and others - Picture donated by several members
ROOM 42 - RSARS at Flight Refuelling ARS Hamfest - Pictures donated by GØSWY
ROOM 43 - 1st Bn. The Royal Anglian Regiment rear link detachment, Cyprus and the Persian Gulf. Pictures donated by Geoffrey Wooler
ROOM 44 - In vino veritas G4OHX, GØSCP and G4BXQ with their ladies. - Picture donated by G4OHX
ROOM 45 - 21 SIGNAL REGIMENT (AS) GBØVED, GB4VJD, GB4VED - June 2005. - Pictures donated
by GW4XKE
ROOM 46 - HQ Station G4RS/4000 - Pictures donated by Captain Phil Tonks
ROOM 47 - The GØELK Aerial Farm - Pictures donated by Farmer Bill - GØELK
ROOM 48 - Once more unto..........Normandy by Roland Jones - Pictures donated by GW4XKE
ROOM 49 - And again..........Normandy on this occasion GOLD BEACH 60 YEARS ON - Pictures donated
by M1CCF
ROOM 50 - OPERATION GB4ASS AND GB4SNF - Colerne, June 2006. - Pictures donated by GW4XKE
ROOM 51 - OPERATION GB4TCW AND GB4JHF - Colerne, June 2007. - Pictures on main page donated
by G4KJV
Links to QSL ANNEX and DIY SNAPSHOT VIEWER at foot of page (pictures by GW4XKE)
ROOM 52 - THE CATHEDRAL OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS and the Royal Signals gate - Picture
donated by GU3TUX
ROOM 53 - MØOIC and 2E1SIS celebrate their 50th wedding Anniversary in style. - Pictures donated by
MØOIC
ROOM 54 - Exercise Libya L.R.D.G. - GB4LRG and GB2ASS - Pictures donated by GW4XKE
ROOM 55 - LUXORY GOODS - 2E1GWO - sets up pyramid selling in our branch stores.
ROOM 56 - Exercise MARKET GARDEN - GB65BTF and GB2ADU - Pictures donated by Kane Gunter
ROOM 57 - THE ODDIE GARDEN - the pride of 2EØDAO
The copyright of all pictures remains with the Donors
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ROOM 1

     
Cole Block, G4RS Headquarters Station RSARS, Blandford

G4RS Amtor Packtor BBS

Jim, G3WGM, RSARS IT MANAGER getting to the bottom of a recalcitrant generator
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Stan, G3DSS, RSARS TREASURER accounts for his presence and makes a Stores check

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 2

LHVP Jack, G3DPS (left) with Mr. Hall, father of Kit, GM4EMX

Frank, G3DVL at the Brighton Amateur Radio Rally

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 3

The immaculate rig of Mike, G3GWD

...but try as he might, he could not get the callsign

NØEL for his Special Event presentations!

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 4

Here we see Syd, G4XUH resting after a station Spring clean.
Syd served with 2 Squadron Malaya District Signal Regiment from 1948 to 1951

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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THE GREAT GALLERY
ROOM 5
On 20th and 21st May 2000 Special Event Station GBØWSF - Affiliated No.207 of the Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society - was activated at Bolsover Castle, Derbyshire
The North East Derbyshire RSARS VHF Net team operated the station on behalf of the Worksop Branch of the
WORCESTER & SHERWOOD FORESTERS REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

The Team, from left to right are:Russ GØOKD, Pete MØCLQ, Eric 2E1CIU, - (seated Derrick MØBDD) - Bert G7GGY, John MØCRW and Bev GØVNE

Eric 2E1CIU and Bert G7GGY cogitating over the
missing DX

Whilst Derrick continues to try and find it
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ROOM 6
21st Signal Regiment (Air Support)
This illustrious group are covered verbally on our Reunion page so we dedicate this Gallery Room to portraying
some of the activities annually undertaken by the GB4AFS (and on the special occasion GB75AFS) team.
Air Formation Signals were formed during 1924/5 by the War Office to fulfill R.A.F. signals commitments and
their title has changed over the years, to the current 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support). AFS were at peak strength
during 1939-45 with manpower of some 21,000 encompassing many trades. DR's (Despatch Riders) figured highly
in the numbers.
For more detailed information on AFS and other Royal Signals Units visit the Army's dedicated pages.
At Colerne, early on the morning of 8th July 2000, for the Open Day, the scene and the troops are relaxed.

GET FELL IN THERE!

And immediately Stan G3RNB, Dennis GW4XKE and Hasso G4BYJ react in time-honoured fashion
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The carefully prepared interior of the
operating tent is "Ready for inspection, Sir"

And signed to be "All found correct"

So the rig is tuned up by the first on the Operators' Rota, G4BYJ, ready for the fray

Perhaps you'd like to join us now in the small annex to this room, ROOM 6a, and then we'll move to 244
Squadron Office at Colerne and a last look at these chaps before we adjourn for refreshment or wander to
other parts of the Gallery.
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ANNEX 6A
And here - as we pass through to the Squadron Office - we have operations in full swing
first, as ever, brass-pounding and the microphone well out of the way, Stan G3RNB

and equally ready to air GB75AFS as the event comes to a close

GW4XKE - G7FCK - GØMJL
"We happy band of brothers"
So, follow me through the door to the SQUADRON OFFICE

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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SQUADRON OFFICE
244 Squadron, Colerne
SPIT

and

POLISH

"Dunno about you blokes, I think we've done well, so let's away, show the flag and plan for next year!"
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G4BYJ G3RNB GØRGB G7FCK GW4XKE

PS
"Mmmmmmmm..... well, they can go down to the Mess if they like, but I'll just jot a few planning notes in case
their memories fail tomorrow morning" GØRGB

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 7
Those magnificent men and their flying (and non-flying) machines
In this room we highlight John, G4KJV. He used to fly in this Britannia XM 496 (1965/68 99 Sqn. RAF
Lyneham) but now it houses his amateur radio position on the ground at Kemble Airfield.

     
But then his "other machine" is his famous van which also contains an amateur radio operating suite that Stan,
G3RNB finds hard to resist!

     
And here we show you some of the stalwart team of which you will see more in the room dedicated to AFS "All Fine Soldiers" ? - Air Formation Signals really.

Respectively, left to right
John G4KJV, Dennis GW4XKE, Peter GØRGB, Gethyn GØMJL, Roy G7FCK
at Colerne, Wiltshire 30th July 1999 as GB75AFS

(GB75AFS, GB4AFS and 21st Signal Regiment (Air Support) are well documented on our Reunions page)
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ROOM 8
Scarborough Royal Signals ARC

Members of Scarborough Royal Signals ARC gathered informally in their new shack in April to bid farewell to
Lt.Col. Keith Rowe and Major Gail Rowe upon their retirement after more than 30 years service with the CCF
at Scarborough College. The opportunity was also taken to welcome Lt. John Lucas, the new OC of the Army
section of the CCF.

Back Row - left to right: Tony G4OPI - Peter G3JBR - Geoff G4ZGP - Roy G4SSH
Centre - John Lucas
Front Row - left to right: Keith Rowe - Gail Rowe - Peter G3LCG

The Club has enjoyed a very happy association with Scarborough College, particularly with Keith and Gail
Rowe, over the 9 years since we were forced to move from our former HQ due to the closure of Burniston
Barracks. We occupied at first what had been the QM Store within the CCF premises, then the greater part of
a TAVR Portakabin The Portakabin then disappeared to make way for the construction of new buildings for
the College, so we are now established very comfortably in a real "shack", a much-refurbished wooden building
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which had previously served as storage for rowing boats, and very conveniently located near tall trees!
A number of students at the College, both girls and boys, have shown interest in amateur radio and have
received tuition from members of the Club. Several have passed the Novice exam and one very keen young lady
has achieved an RAE pass and the full 12wpm Morse test. The Club has also enabled Scarborough College to be
represented in the Stelar Net.
For this special occasion we were very pleased to be joined by our Patron, Major (Rtd) Ray Webb, VicePresident of RSARS, to whom we have been much indebted for his enthusiastic support and guidance ever since
the Club was first established.

Back Row - left to right: Tony G4OPI - Peter G3JBR - Geoff G4ZGP - Roy G4SSH
Centre Row - left to right: John Lucas - Peter G3LCG
Front Row - left to right: Keith Rowe - Ray G3EKL -Gail Rowe

Staff Sgt Bill Parker has recently joined Scarborough College CCF as Imprest Holder and to take on the admin
paperwork, and has already proved himself to be another friend of the Club.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 9

A TRULY SPECIAL SPECIAL EVENT
A time to pause and think
whilst celebrating in such a unique way Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother's centenary

GB2QM
G3RNB at Woolson, 2nd August 2000

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 10

Frank, G5BM resting during a visit to the Violette Szabo Museum
and maybe thinking of his forthcoming sked from his shack

or the view from its window and the château-bottled vintage brew to come from the vineyards
which can be seen when looking in the direction of the Malvern Repeater site from Frank's QTH.
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Sad to report but Frank became Silent Key on 16th February 2008 aged 92 years.
(You too may wish to visit the online Violette Szabo Museum.)
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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MORE PERSONALITIES FOR YOU TO MEET
A Quartette of famous faces behind famous callsigns
First we have Kab, VU2BK -

followed by Tom, G3EFY
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and, sadly no longer with us, two members of our Silent Key Brigade - Louis G5RV and Ben AI1I

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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DONINGTON PARK 2000 - Leicester ARS Show
The Team at work again
First the talk-in and Special Event Station run by Melton Mowbray ARS

Showing the flag
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and Bert G7GGY, Russell GØOKD and Eric 2E1CIU on parade manning the Stand

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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BLETCHLEY PARK DOCKS & HARBOUR BOARD
"My boat is on the shore" - Byron
Achtung! Unterseeboot

Submarines of course figured in the long story of Enigma and the appearance of such at Bletchley Park
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came as a shock to those who didn't know that filming was taking place on site based on Robert Harris's bestselling novel "Enigma"as adapted by Sir Tom Stoppard: the Executive Producer is Mick Jagger.
The models are 24ft high and 52ft long and are very realistic as these pictures, taken by our "Lookout" Ron,
GØWFC show.
As filming is now completed Mr. Jagger and Christine Large (the Trust Director) have agreed that the sub will
be used as the basis for a new exhibition detailing the true story of the capture of secrets from German
submarines.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 15
RSARS CHATTERBOX NET commenced in November 1986. It is an 80m SSB controlled Net created as a weekly
meeting place away from the Awards scene so popular in the Society. The intention was to allow a relaxed Sunday
morning locus for the exchange of Society news and information and to chat in a leisurely atmosphere.
Sunday 26th November 2000 was the 700th Chatterbox Net and the creator and Net Controller, Dick G3NVK
decided to present some of the most regular attendees with a small memento of the occasion.

A laminated credit-card sized award of CBE (Chatterbox Expert) for Mike G3GWD
And for the Deputy Net Controllers Dennis GW4XKE and Fred G4JHF a cup
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Other recipients of the "CBE" were Peter GØRGB, Keith G3ZVD and Kenneth G4SGS.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 16
Our Member Brian, GØVNU has recently returned from another of his annual pilgrimages to the WWI battlefields of
Flanders and France.
As he reports:- "My main purpose for doing this, apart from my historical interest in that awful tragic war, is to visit
graves of the fallen by request, including those of our Commonwealth cousins. I am a life member of the Royal
Australian Corps of Signals Association (Victoria) Branch having served in their Corps in the late 1950's. This year it
is their 75th Anniversary and from that I was privileged to lay a wreath on (13th November) at Villers-Brettoneux, the
site of the Australian National Memorial.
I managed to find my issue "slouch" (after nearly 40 years) and wear it with justifiable pride."

The first picture is of Brian at the Arras Memorial reading the War Research Societies' Roll of Honour at the Service.

The second, a group photo, is of Brian at the Ceremony at Menin Gate, Ypres at the 11th hour on the 11th day of the
11th month this year. Yes! You may take a second look - the chap on Brian's right is enquiring about the three medals
Brian is wearing on his right breast, Pip, Squeak and Wilfred.
Brian explains - "My Uncle's medals as I would be visiting his grave at Dickkebuch later that day. Not really amateur
radio but an illustration of our ties with our Commonwealth Signal Corps. The man second to my right was a WWI
veteran of 104 years of age. Blinded in the conflict."
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Brian adds: "To the memory of the Regimental Boy soldiers of the Royal Signals who served at Beverley East
Yorkshire - No.6 (Boys) Training Regiment, I have dedicated a new website."
There is coverage of a virtual replica of a Vimy Ridge scene and THIEPVAL MEMORIAL and the intended Visitor Centre on our Web Master's
Town Twinning Site.

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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GB4RSL at LLANDUDNO 2000
Near to the spectacular limestone headland of Great Orme's Head in Gwynedd lies the resort
and tourist centre of Llandudno. For those who cannot travel to this charming locality a visit
to the LLANDUDNO WEB SITE is the next best thing.
Frequent visitors include Dennis GW4XKE who made his 12th attendance at the North
Wales Conference Centre on the Promenade for the period 3rd, 4th and 5th November 2000.
His mission was, once again, to air GB4RSL at the North Wales Radio Rally Club event
and that entailed a 200-mile drive via the A470 from his home at Dinas Powys.
After settling in at the Ormscliffe Hotel, a short walking distance from the Rally Centre the
first objective was to carry out item 1 of the Task List given to him by our Webmaster
G3NVK and take the photographs which you see by following the adjacent links to VENUE
and WELCOME.
        

Next came the arduous task of man-handling to the third floor the station equipment:
TS530S
AT230
SP230
MC60
VISITORS' BOOK
ROYAL BRITISH LEGION POPPY BOXES
LOG and PENCILS (sharpened at both ends of course!)
whilst Ron GW6ZDH commenced to erect the G5RV antenna.
A preliminary assessment of 40m and 80m lead us to believe that the better one was 40 so a
quick "tune up" and a couple of CQ calls - a reply from GØMMP in Liverpool and a good
5/9 contact augured well for the Event. An almost "pile-up" situation ensued, MØRWM at
Farnham being next in the queue followed by many others including G4IFO, G4BXQ,
ON6MN, GØSCP, G3DVL, G4LLJ, GØDTR, MØBTY, GØLSG, MØOPW and GØBXV the RSARS Members' therein gaining kudos and points for the Awards Scheme.
Saturday morning came all too early and the requirement to test the station all too urgent - so
a staff member of the RadioCommunications Agency was invited to launch us and it fell to
Warren G3DPG to show our delight when we "passed muster" and could commence
operations. The moment was captured for you and visible by clicking the TESTING! button
supplied before going on via the STATION link below it, then by opening the ACTION
page you can see us in full swing.
CW means one thing to some people, but it is even more mouth-watering if you click on the
name button here and is Open Sesame to another vital and essential activity at Amateur
Radio Rallies.
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Credit (and its title button will prove) is undoubtedly due to many people, GW4XKE and
G3DPG for their devotion to duty but they also acted as Press Gang and were ably assisted
in much operating by a passer-by in the form of Arnold G6PFN.
As Deputy Net Controller of the Sunday CHATTERBOX NET, now in its 15th year, Dennis
couldn't avoid joining at 1100 on 3740 after a quick contact with the HIGHLANDS &
ISLANDS NET higher in latitude and frequency at Inverness and 3745+ from which its
Controller Ken GM3WKM wished the Welsh contingent a "Bore da" and "Hwyl fawr i chi,
Cymru am byth!" The stalwarts of Chatterbox exchanged greetings and inncluded Peter
GØRGB, Fred G4JHF and Dick G3NVK.
In all some 144 contacts were made from GB4RSL and all will be acknowledged by the card
shown at the end of the PSL QSL link: of course we'd like yours particularly as the station
was licensed for the period up to 19th November and had the additional benefit of an
RSARS "Millennium Number" for awards purposes.
Our grateful thanks to all concerned, for the continuance of Amateur Radio and the spirit and
friendship of many individuals throughout the Event.
Page designed by R.Winters, WINFORCE UK
All photographs Copyright Dennis K. Egan 2000
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2327997 Sgt Eric Alexander Parker
Royal Corps of Signals
John Parker, son of Eric, has been trying to locate anyone who may have known his father during WW2.
John writes:
"I believe this picture was taken in Iraq late 1941/early 1942. He was definitely with the PIA Force in Jan 1942,
this info is contained in a letter written by him at that time.

I think he returned to the UK by March of the same year to marry Muriel Annie Baines, possibly in Rutland,
although I have not yet confirmed this.
I do know that he was a Prisoner of War in Italy during the latter half of 1943. He escaped (possibly when Italy
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capitulated) in November 1943, with a friend, and was cared for by an Italian family:Iattici Alberto, Via Bellessere, 27, 42035 Castelnovo ne' Monti Regio Emilia, Italy.
Whilst attempting to return to Allied lines he was recaptured.
On 8th December 1943, with many hundreds of other P O W's, he was incarcerated in cattle trucks at Aquila
railway station when an Allied air raid took place. Most of the P O W's were killed, including my father.
He was buried at Ancona Military Cemetery. Very many P O W's simply disappeared in the fires. A description of
the horrors of the air raid on Aquila can be found in a book "Sulmona & After" by S. F. W. Skinner, also Royal
Corps of Signals
Any information would be gratefully received by John who can be emailed at:
john.parker2280@ntlworld.com
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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THE G-QRP CLUB RALLY 2001
The busy scene at the Junction 28 Rally and Convention organised by the South Normanton and District ARC
and the G-QRP CLUB, held at South Normanton Derbyshire on 17th March 2001 showing Bert Goddard
G7GGY on left and Eric Brown M1WVS answering a query from a visitor to the RSARS Stand.
Note the Teddy Bear Mascot (inset) on duty above the Society logo, he is proving to be a great favourite with the
younger visitors to the Stand and now accompanies the team on their journeys.

Photo courtesy Duncan Walters G4DFV, Treasurer SNADARC

Other RSARS members involved in running the Rally were Peter Gething MØCLQ (Club Secretary and talk-in
Station), Dave Buckerfield 2E1HXF and Ken Scott M5SRE(Stewards) and Eddie Greenhough G4UIQ (who was
giving a presentation of Narrow Band TV).
The rally was a great success for the Club and we had 20 RSARS Members sign the visitors' book.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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THE SPRING COLLECTION
or
RAYS OF SUNSHINE
A few of the faces behind well-known callsigns
First we have Ray, G3ASG - in his shack at Downham Market, Norfolk

followed by one pretty lady, and two guys not so pretty, viz. Ray, G3KOJ (alias VK6BRV) and Alan, VK6PG

and, the Three Musketeers in the form of G3PHG (a.k.a. Alan, VK6PG), Ray, G3KOJ and Ron (Father Ronald)
G3NKO
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PLAY IT AGAIN SAM

Bogart didn't actually say that, but "our Sam" G4OHX would surely like to repeat the visit to Sri Lanka he
made with his wife Grace in 1998.
Formerly known as Ceylon, the pear-shaped island of Sri Lanka is located in the Indian Ocean to the south east
of India. The capital and chief port of Colombo is famous as are Adam's Peak in the 8,000ft mountains and the
ruined cities of Anuradhapura (founded in 437BC) and Polonnaruwa.
It would be difficult to single out just one of the island's population of some 17,000 or more but Ernest 4S7EA is
the one we highlight here as host to Sam and Grace during their sojourn.

Sam was not averse to airing his callsign of 4S7OHG and handling the pile-ups
from Ernest's magnificently equipped shack!
http://www.winforce.org.uk/room21.htm[22/01/2013 16:02:34]
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And Grace had to try the "persuasion" to drag him out of there to the dining room
after an exhausting spell of operating!

     
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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          ALEXANDRA PALACE RALLY
21/22 April 2001
ALEXANDRA PALACE
Commonly known as "The People’s Palace" the building was opened
in 1873 in order to provide recreational facilities. It is located in an
elevated position enabling views over London within nearly 80
hectares of parkland. It had only been open for just over a fortnight
when it burned down. A new Palace was opened on 1st May 1875. The
Palace was extensively furnished including the famous steam-driven
Willis organ. The maintenance and administration of the property is
with Local Authorities under a trust created by Parliament in 1900.
1935 saw the first public television broadcasts from studios in part of
the building let to the British Broadcasting Corporation and within a
year it was the main transmitting centre of that august body until
1956 when it was used solely for news broadcasts.
In the Summer of 1980 the Palace caught fire again and almost half of the fabric was destroyed but did not include the BBC
quarters nor the Palm Court. After considerable public and Governmental deliberation and redevelopment took place
resulting in a re-opening in the Spring of 1988.
For further historic and other information please, including the opportunity to book tours of the said original television
studies consult the ALEXANDRA PALACE WEBSITE or telephone 020 83652121. Access by public transport includes
Wood Green underground station (the nearest) on the Piccadilly Line, and overground to Alexandra Palace station from
Moorgate on Saturday and from Kings Cross on Sunday: from there a W3 bus will convey you to the entrance.

          

The London Amateur Radio & Computer Show was held at the Palace on 21/22 April 2001 after a decade of being held at
Picketts Lock and RSARS with the Special Event amateur radio station GB2AP were in attendance as the following pictures
(© 2001 G3NVK) show:The elegant and spacious Palm Court was the locus for RSARS
Special Event Station GB2AP and Stand, where some of the new
Society Stores were on display

http://www.winforce.org.uk/room22.htm[22/01/2013 16:03:35]
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The team prepare for the public invasion on Saturday 21 April 2001 Mike GØSWY (Stores Manager), Selwyn G3JRY and John MØBZG

    
AND HERE WE SEE GB2AP ON THE AIR
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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In late Spring of this year an evening's entertainment was arranged at the
Croydon Bowls Club by members of the South London (Croydon) Branch of
the Royal Signals Association who meet there regularly on a monthly basis.
The event was organised by Derek Willson MØBGX (RSARS 3439) with Ken
MackIntosh and Doug Anderson, Chair of the RSA Branch, with the Bowls
Club.
(Ken is MØCOR, RSARS Member 3702 and is well-known for his Big Band his wonderful story and achievement were related by Derek in an article in
"MERCURY" No.124 of November 1999.
A copy of this article "AND ALL THAT JAZZ" is available for download
here (10KB) in PDF format and remains in the copyright of Derek.)
The evening of Dance and Big Band hits was outstandingly successful and
much enjoyed by more than 100 RSA and Bowls Club members and guests.

The photograph shows (from left to right) Doug Anderson, Chair of the RSA Branch, Derek
Willson MØBGX/3439, Ron McDonald G3DCZ/325, Ken MackIntosh MØCOR/3702, Guests
Husband and Wife Team Joyce M1JCL and Fred Plant G7VQC, Bert Fry GØVXX/3250, Wilfrid
Storace-Rutter GØWLF/3703.

(By the way there's no truth in the rumour that the horizontal object in the
background (didn't the RAF call it "geodetic construction" or something
similar?) is the First Prize in the Branch Christmas Raffle 2001 (a 60ft Strumek
tower)!!
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The Royal Signals Association (RSA) was formed in 1920 at the birth of the Corps from the Royal Engineers.
The objects of The Association are:
To provide comfort and relief either generally or individually to past and present signallers and their
dependants who are in conditions of need, hardship or distress.
To help maintain and improve the efficiency and morale of the Corps by providing contact between past
and present signallers and arranging social gatherings for them.
The Patron of the Association is Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal and the President of RSA is the
Master of Signals.
The Address for all Royal Signals Association matters is:
The Secretary, Royal Signals Association, RHQ Royal Signals, BLANDFORD CAMP, Dorset DT11 8AR.
Telephone - 01258 482090
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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"The young men's vision and the old men's dream!"
John Dryden

We well remember reporting the birth of Sebastian Body and are privileged again to show you the latest
pictures of him from his father's album.
Taken by James, G6FPC during the Old Comrades' Weekend (29/30 June 2002) the photographs show 3-year
old Sebastian already learning the ropes whilst some well-known RSARS personalities take a breather at G4RS
in Cole Block.

"Dadda" took Sebastian to the Longleat Rally the following day to further his amateur radio experiences, and
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suggests that "he could be 'phased in' to the Society some time around 2015?"
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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TRAINING IN PROGRESS
Courtesy of James E. Body, G6FPC

Sebastian 'testing' a PHOENIX drone
(Remotely Piloted Vehicle)
James' family Gun Crew Sebastian, Annabella and Mum,
standing by to bombard the opposition
with a 105mm Light Gun

Sebastian and sister, Annabella
about to take off for a spin in
an Army Gazelle
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LINDSAY COLLINS, VK2YN (formerly VK5GZ)
Lindsay, Honour Member of the Society, recently decided to go walkabout in the United Kingdom.
Taking in a one-night stand at Sheffield he was hosted by Mike, G4AYO and Bev, GØVNE and evidently discovered the
potency of Yorkshire ale stronger than the well-known XXXX back home! Or was it that he just didn't want to see the
door marked EXIT?

WOZZAT?
He was well in focus again though on visiting the Rally at Picketts Lock and had his eyes on some of the choice
items on sale.

And his bodyguard comprising Len, G4MSW and Ken, GØPSW quickly arrested his attention and pointed him
in the direction of the RSARS Stand.
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DENSEM's TRANSPORTS OF DELIGHT

John (RSARS 3469) is well-known for his amateur radio operating from his excellently set-up mobile unit. It is
equipped with an ICOM 737 and Auto ATU, power is from heavy duty batteries and it includes provision for the
support of a G5RV antenna on two 20ft masts - the van is pictured below in miniature (click on the image for a larger
size). John's fame, however, really lies in his activities within the Britannia XM 496 at Kemble.

Kemble Airfield is a General Aviation airfield, 45 miles SW of Cirencester, Gloucestershire. Well-known as a base for
the Red Arrows for a time and for many years as No.5 RAF Maintenance Unit.
Among the Britannia aircraft at present on display is the ex-RAF XM 496 Regulus. This 'plane is on permanent
display and under the aegis of the Bristol Britannia Preservation Society who enjoy close ties with the Britannia
Aircraft Preservation Trust (BAPT) (a Registered Charity No. 1004012).
XM 496 (known as "the Whispering Giant") is considered unique in that not only are 3 engines regularly run but global
radio communication is made using the original wire aerials.
The amateur radio equipment installed in the Signaller's position (across from the Navigator's area and facing
rearwards) is operated by John, a former RAF signaller himself who flew in the aircraft regularly as a member of 99
Squadron at RAF Lyneham during the period 1965 to 1968. He operated recently under the Special Event callsign
GB99SQN.
This aircraft was built at Belfast and first flew on 24th August 1960. It was delivered to the RAF on 19th September
1960 and named "Regulus". After a fairly varied history it arrived at Kemble in October 1997.

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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G5RV
THE MAN and HIS AERIAL

R. LOUIS VARNEY
b.9 June 1911 - d.28 June 2000
Louis held his first Artificial Aerial licence 2ARV in 1927 - and, following his initial aerial experiments in 1946 and
subsequent development, later gained worldwide fame as the eponymous G5RV.

Louis Varney's life is extensively detailed in a 4-page "PROFILE" written by Kenneth Hill, G3CSY in "MERCURY"
the journal of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society of which, at the time of their collaboration, both were
members.
We have made that article available for you as a PDF document - to download the small 75KB file please CLICK
HERE.
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Dr. Brian Austin, GØGSF (formerly ZS6BKW) RSARS 1487 has written what is almost certainly the world's
definitive article on the ubiquitous aerial "the G5RV" - entitled "LOUIS VARNEY'S AERIAL - a look at the history of
the G5RV and its evolution over the years" and the same is published in RADIO BYGONES February/March 2006 Issue No. 99 (7 (A4) pages illustrated). The emphasis and general purpose is to answer "What is it, how did it come
about, how does it work and can it be improved?"
Elsewhere on the Web are many references to this famous Officer and gentleman - notably the coverage by the Mid
Sussex Amateur Radio Society (of which Louis was a past President) at: http://www.msars.org.uk/g5rv/g5rv-main.html
who as is well-known proudly now hold the famous call sign G5RV.
Perhaps you'd like to join us now in the annex to this room ROOM 28a where we show you more archive material
kindly loaned to us by Louis's widow Nélida - to whom we are very grateful.
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AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION
7 Photographs by GW4XKE

Click here
to watch the first slideshow created by RSARS
RSARS LOGO
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Activities of J. D. WILLIAMS - GW4WLZ - RSARS 2056
Dafydd lives at Holyhead, Ynys Mon and not surprisingly these pictures of him focus on matters
maritime.
INFORMATION ON HOLYHEAD is amply provided in 380 pages of the website designed and owned by ANN
ROBERTS, who is almost a neighbour of Daffydd's.
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Here we see RSARS Member Dafydd GW4WLZ on the Holyhead lifeboat performing one of the
duties you'd expect from a well-experienced radio amateur putting his communications skills to
public benefit.

The Holyhead Lifeboat has a presence on the internet.
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution itself is a registered charity which exists to save lives at sea.
It provides, on call, the 24-hour service necessary to cover search and rescue requirements to 50 miles out from the
coast of the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. There are 224 lifeboat stations (this includes a new station at
Crosshaven in the republic of Ireland, which is under evaluation).
The RNLI depends entirely on voluntary contributions and legacies for its income.

Overleaf (CLICK HERE) we see Dafydd and his colleagues involved in other communications.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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RSARS AT THE YORK RALLY
in the KNIVESMERE BUILDING
6 JULY 2003
Visitors to this ancient city will be aware of the famous shopping area known as "The Shambles" but it far from a
shambles when Russ and the Midlands RSARS Rally Team are on duty at a Radio Rally!

It's "Ladies first" so here is BRENDA, XYL of ALAN (G4BXQ/840), admiring some of the the new Stores on display
including the Teddies and Wall Shields (these and other items are available for view in the Society's Shop Window
web page).
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And alongside are BRENDA with husband ALAN ,
and RUSS (GØOKD/511)(Midlands Area Rally
Representative) keeping a low profile in the
background whilst the photographs are being taking
but manning the RSARS Stand in his exemplary
manner.

Last one shows the Society stand with the troops on parade and answering the Roll Call as:BRENDA XYL of G4BXQ, STEVEN M3CND/3880
(grandson of Russ), RUSS himself GØOKD, ERIC
M3TOT (M1WVS)/3585 ( partially hidden), ALAN
G4BXQ and MIKE G3JME/532
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Rally Photographs © 2003 DERRICK WEBSTER MØBDD
Page design © 2003 WINFORCE UK
York photograph © BRYMON Publishing, York
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RSARS AT THE LINCOLN SWC HAMFEST
in the LINCOLN UNIVERSITY SPORTS CENTRE
20th JULY 2003
The Rally went OK except it was badly signposted, in fact the organizers were just going out to put the signs up as we
got there at 0900. We didn't think it was as good as last year, not as many dealers and not as many visitors. quite a few
of the traders got lost, it being a new venue didn't help matters We had 13 signed in and took £7.50 in Stores. No new
or renewal members. In attendance were Edwin MØAXX, Selwyn G3JRY and Derrick MØBDD. The weather was
kind to us, not that it would have much difference as we were under cover in the leisure centre. Quite a few asked after
you Russ, so your (rare) non-attendance was noticed! ('BDD).
Full reports of all Rallies and Shows attended by RSARS are included in each issue of "MERCURY" the
Society's journal.
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Rally Photographs © 2003 DERRICK WEBSTER MØBDD
Page design © 2003 WINFORCE UK
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8Q7LC in the Maldives alias Malcolm Johnson - VK6LC
14 glorious days
Over 100 RSARS members worked
Imagine 1,196 islands in the N Indian Ocean, grouped and about 640km SW of Sri Lanka (on the Equator) and only
203 of them inhabited - and you have an amateur radio licence and a fair background of experience. Generally warm
and humid with an average temperature of 29°C. November to April is generally sunny. From May to October the
weather is a mixture of sunshine and tropical showers.
The guide books tell us that "The people of Maldives will greet you with a friendly smile as wide as the horizon, and
they are only too pleased to welcome you to heaven they call home. Nature has created a paradise so perfect that you
can just imagine soaking up the sun while lying in talcum powder sand and gazing out into clear blue waters. It is clear
to see why civilization worships all things in nature. Magically, you are free from it all on the tropical islands of
'Maldives'.........." Maldives Ahoy!
  
  
Accommodation is bountiful and the very names conjure
up.......well, judge for yourself!
And your editor supposes that some wit will coin the phrase
"Mal Dives" with all that lovely water, sand and sun
around!!
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Photographs © 2003 VK6LC and GM4EMX
Page design © 2003 WINFORCE UK
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1454 and it's birthday time. No, that's not the year of the event nor the time of day but the RSARS number of the
celebrant, Jim E. Fry G4SKR seen in our first picture proposing a vote of thanks in typical Royal Navy fashion (yes,
Jim served with the Fleet too) to LHVP Jack Cooper G3DPS.

In Jim's words "Well I went down to the Middle Wallop Rally, my youngest daughter giving instructions that I was to
be back by 1130 on the Sunday for an early lunch, so I dutifully returned on time only to curse her next-door
neighbour for parking all those cars on the road outside.
Only when I walked through the garage and saw Jack sitting in the corner and 37 others (family mostly) did I realise
'something was up' especially as they were all looking at me. I noticed that the Yeoman had hoisted banners signalling
"Happy Birthday" but even then did not think it was for me as my big day was three weeks away! The crew had
brought the date forward, so the family could all be there together as some were going to be away on holiday on the
real date. To see Jack there was a big and pleasant surprise, he enjoyed himself, he supervised the procedure of
cutting the cake in proper military fashion and gave the order to "Draw swords!" with more than a hint of expectation
for his slice!"
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PS: Don't ask which birthday it was! The answer will be "Nothing to declare Sir!"
Photographs © 2003 G4SKR
Page design © 2003 WINFORCE UK
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Leicester ARS Show 2003, Donington
Once more the G0 OKY DOKY TEAM were out in force manning the familiar RSARS Stand at this well-known
Rally.

Face up to it!
The deliberately captionless pictures will allow you the fun of identifying yourselves and others who attended in large
numbers!

      

      
No prizes for finding the Vice-President, but he was there......
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Photographs © 2003
MØBDD
Page design © 2003
WINFORCE UK
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"Soldats, songez que, du haut de ces pyramides, quarante siècles vous contemplent." •
So said Napoleon I to the Army of Egypt on 21st July 1798 before the Battle of the Pyramids little knowing that 200
years later un soldat of a different Army would stand on the same spot saying "Regardez ma chemise de polo" and
going on to advocate buying such from RSARS Stores, then wondering from what distant parts they have been
displayed!
Adrian, M1LCR proudly sports his whilst on a recent holiday.

   

• "Think of it, soldiers; from the summit of these pyramids, forty centuries look down upon you."
(The 'Geezer at Giza' line has already been done! See http://www.winforce.org.uk/MMARS/g3fxp-4.htm WINFORCE
UK)
Photographs © 2003 M1LCR
Page design © 2003 WINFORCE UK
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TOM W. A. SMITH - G3EFY
Aged 81 but not behind the times as this magnificent layout and achievement awards prove

Tom has contributed more articles to the RSARS journal "MERCURY" than another other member on Marconi and other famous names he has also produced technical articles of a high quality and with most excellent diagrams and circuits

Photographs © 2003 G3EFY
Page design © 2003 WINFORCE UK
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HEAD ABOVE THE REST
The picture below was taken at a parade to mark the closure of Second Tactical Air Force RAF Sundern, Germany
BFPO on 31 July 1958.
There were not enough Regulars to make up a Squadron so they picked the tallest National Servicemen and gave us
"Best Blues" just for the weekend. I was picked as right hand marker. My mum was proud of her lad and the Army
was proud of Sigmn 23430612 Rogers, G.

Photograph © 2004 MWØBNB
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
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The picture below was taken at the HARWELL ARC Radio & Computing Rally - 8 February 2004 and shows Tim,
G4SVC, (who is one of the RSARS Non-Serving Members' Representatives) on duty at the Society's Stand.

Milton may have said "For solitude sometimes is best Society, and short retirement urges sweet return" but volunteers
for such deployments are urgently needed by the stalwart few who help to maintain the RSARS presence at such
events.
Photograph © 2004 G1LKJ
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
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CALL CENTRE MEMORIES
The picture below was taken at Pardess Hanna, central Palestine in 1946. Tony, G3OMT (then known as Signalman
Russell, A.B.T.) was with K Troop - part of 1st Div. Signals attached to 2 Brigade.
The exchange comprised 2 civilian-type 40 line with all of the 80 subscribers causing a very busy time especially when
a flap was on!
K Troop were involved with internal security 24 hours a day and the Brigade radio net had 25 outstations including
Palestine Police posts. There were also radio rear links with Div. of course, one telephony and one telegraphy, all on
24 hour watch. Add to that the usual Signal Office duties and Tony was a very busy lad - looking back he says he
thoroughly enjoyed it and made some very good pals.
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Photograph © 2004 G3OMT
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
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"ETERNAL SUMMER GILDS THEM YET"
A bouquet of RSARS members' activities June 2004

Down on the (aerial) farms at G4RS   —   the Colerne site of GB6ØOL and GB4OL

  
Cole Block the rendez-vous for pre-AGM gatherings    —    G4KJV's famous blue radio van at Colerne June 2004

Kenneth G3RGE who was granted LHVP status at the AGM
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G4RS - RSARS HQ STATION, COLE BLOCK
GW4XKE operating at Colerne
Meanwhile foursomes gather!

comprising Mark GØGGX/1854, Sam G4OHX/1939, Jim G6PAA/3942, Tom GØSCP
at a BBQ hosted by Jim
and
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Jean, Dennis (GW4XKE), Jo and Dick (G3NVK) - taken by the other Dennis, G3HCM,
in the Blandford Museum Shop as they sheltered from the rain before the AGM.
AND THE AGM

The General Secretary, Joe GWØWEE distributes the Agenda   

  whilst the Awards & Contests Manager, Brian G4WYG arranges the trophies
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"Give me, kind heaven, a private station,
A mind serene for contemplation"

The array of Society trophies and Mike GØSWY receiving the "Chairman's Choice"
from the Chairman himself, Colonel M. J.M. Dyer, Royal Signals
with Vice-President Maj. R.A.Webb, G3EKL in the background.
Photographs © 2004 G4KJV, MØAZI, G4OHX, G3HCM
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
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FLIGHT REFUELLING ARS HAMFEST
Wimbourne Sunday 8th August 2004

This Rally, a favourite of RSARS South Rally team, provided the opportunity for Mike GØSWY to snap into action
around the RSARS Stand to show us:

Arthur, GØKOC, a well-known voice on our 40m Nets

Tim, G4SVC the area Rally Rep and a
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visitor
15 or so RSARS Members signed in although rain towards midday did spoil some of the fun; the Member travelling
the furthest to attend was Peter, GI4VIV.
FLIGHT REFUELLING ARS have their own WEBSITE

Photographs © 2004 GØSWY
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
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Geoff Wooler kindly sends along the photographs reproduced below. These were taken in Cyprus and the Persian Gulf
about 1972 when he served with the 1st Bn. The Royal Anglian Regiment. They show battalion's rear link detachment
commanded by (then) Cpl. Ziggy Hebdon R.Sigs., the picture of Ziggy on his own is in Cyprus at Kingsfield Airstrip
waiting to fly out to Manama Sharja and the other, the group of 4 is Ziggy, Alan Quiry REME Tech., Geoff and
'Smudger' Smith as TG ops.

Geoff remembers that "we established a link to Cyprus using Larkspur A13 and C11 radios (duplex) with homemade
antennas out of R4 and D10. Bearing in mind the A13 was only 8 watts and the C11 (I think) 50 Watts we didn't do too
bad for Infantry Signallers, voice during the day and TG at night. We had some fun with the locals as they kept
"nicking" the copper R4, so we did the pencil trick with a piece of paper and with the C11 on full power made fire, that
seemed to stop the R4 disappearing!"
Anyone wishing to contact Geoff may do so by email at Geoffreywooler@aol.com
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Photographs © Geoffrey Wooler
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
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THE LAST OF THE SUMMER WINE
Having sampled several carafes of Château Kennard d'Ormesby 2004 (appelation contrôlée) (that's between
them, not each!) the group assembled for this final seasonal photograph before returning to the other convivial
atmosphere of Net Controlling and looking after their menfolks' needs.

Grace and Sam G4OHX
Alan G4BXQ and Brenda his wife, the other Brenda (Tom's wife) and Tom GØSCP
Photographs © G4OHX
Page design © 2004 WINFORCE UK
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ROOM 45
21 SIGNAL REGIMENT (AS) COLERNE
IN THE TRAINING WING
Special Event callsigns - GB6ØVED, GB4VJD, GB4VED

GW4XKE

Some of you will recall those days over 60 years ago - VE Day & VJ Day in May and August 1945 respectively, and
now we celebrate the 60th Anniversary.
So with the support of the CO Lt Col "Ossie" D. G. Halstead of 2l Signal Regiment (AS) Colerne, Wiltshire and 2 I/c
Major "Butch" C. A. Maycock, O/c Training Wing Captain "Nat" N. Baker and Officer Manager Eilean Robinson an
advance party of one, to wit Dennis GW4XKE, arrived at Colerne on a very damp, overcast morning on the 1st June
2005 to set up a station in Room 8 at the Training Wing testing the TS53OS, AT230 & SP230 into the dummy load
until we could get the aerials up.
The next arrival was crew member John S. Dixon MØBZG who made an error en route, took a wrong turning
approaching Oxford from his home in Wyberton, Lincolnshire and did not arrive until late afternoon with 40 extra
miles added to the distance he had already travelled (by car this time and not his trusty motor bike).
We set to work to move two of the three masts from the nested position they were in but found that an equipment box
had not been left with the sledge hammer to remove the guy stakes and hammer them into the new mast area positions.
Not to be thwarted, a large rock was located, one side was painted white we wondered why???!! Yes, where have we
done or seen this before? The two masts were re-sited, raised and guyed though the large rock cum hammer finally
disintegrated but not before the guy stakes had been re-positioned. A l32ft top doublet was raised North/South on the
two 50ft masts for Room 8 with a G5RV as an inverted-V on the third mast for room 10 pending the arrival of Hasso
G4BYJ and Joyce Eeseman.
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GW4XKE and G4BYJ

Finally, to complete the team, Peter Fletcher GØRGB with his son Ken G8TDX set up their station for the higher
frequency bands. To this end, once again Peter brought with him his home brew "G8TDW Spider Special Vertical" to
use with his TS830S which he used last year and earlier to such good DX effect and one has only to look at his station
log to appreciate this. It was placed in a suitable, in fact a very prominent location well away from the other aerials
much to the amusement of passing members of the Regiment with such printable remarks, as "Good Heavens! What on
earth is THAT? Are the Darleks expected? Is it a rocket launcher??" No it's a very efficient amateur band vertical
aerial for the higher frequencies!

The Spider and GØRGB

Ken got out his very expensive, sophisticated digital camera and went round on a photo shoot. The results of this can
be seen on his website (http://www.tcpage.f9.co.uk/colerne) if you care to have a look.
Thank you all those stations who called us at the Training Wing, Colerne - over 600 in the 5 active days of operation with apology to those who did not get through the pile-up or due to the very poor conditions that we have all been
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experiencing for quite some time. Regards to all the Short Wave Listeners who sent reports and cards and at the date of
this report all QSL cards have been completed and dispatched.
A final word of thanks to those who travelled quite a distance at their own expense with equipment to man and operate
the 3 Stations during the 5 days of actual operation as a team effort, without whom we could not have activated these
callsigns.

G8TDX, GØRGB, GW4XKE, MØBZG
Photographs © 2005 DENNIS EGAN GW4XKE
Page design © 2005 WINFORCE UK
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G4RS, COLE BLOCK, BLANDFORD CAMP
RSARS HQ STATION

Along the side of Mudross Road, Blandford Camp, is a 42ft x 27ft Portacabin-type building, (Cole Block) outside
which are various towers. Two of them are 40ft lattice towers, 200ft apart, one with a four element HF beam, the other
with a three element HF beam. There is a 30ft tower with a horizontal log periodic VHF/UHF beam and a further
gantry tower with an assortment of antennas for VHF, UHF, Node (GB7RS) and satellite communications.
The inside of the building comprises two rooms for the use of IT and radio, a lounge area and kitchen and toilet
facilities.
This is the base of both the RSARS Headquarters, G4RS, and the Blandford Garrison ARS, G3VXX and is open to all
members on Tuesday lunch times and Thursday evenings from 1930hrs.

The radio room
The main HF station consists of a Kenwood TS570D (100 watts) with the four element beam on 10/15/20m and full
size 80/40m Zepp antenna between the two masts in a north/south direction. The standby HF station is a Trio 430S
with the three element beam on 10/15/20m. A Trio 700G (all mode) along with the log periodic antenna is used on 2m
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and a Kenwood TM721E 144/430MHz dual bander FM, with a vertical antenna for local contacts.

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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THE GØELK AERIAL FARM
"To every thing there is a season"
We’ve all seen illustrations of climbing plants adopting aerials and masts etc. I thought you might like to see
what has happened in my case.
The G5RV is kept away from ‘ground metal’ because the central mast is a 20ft. pole into a redundant 10ft.
fibreglass wind-surfing mast. The top pulley is fixed to a short aluminium tube, making the height about 30ft.
The far pole is an old yacht mast with a section of plastic drain pipe stuck on the end and buried in the Cypress
tree. The other end is fixed to the house roof.
I have another Cypress tree at the other corner of the garden that I intend to put into use either as a
repositioned G5RV or as a loop aerial.

The centre pole is held up by a 16ft. three-legged mast support, which can be seen in the winter months but not
in the summer.
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You will note it has been adopted by a clematis – Montana Rubens. There is also another clematis – Nelly Moser,
which flowers later but isn’t as vigorous. Its flowers dot about later in the summer.
The 20, 17, 15m loop is hoisted up the mast, when required after dropping the G5RV. Strings at the bottom
corners help to change the direction of fire.
Even people who would object to the mast express admiration when the flowers are there. There was a time
when the clematis ran along the guy rope from the other side of the garden (30ft.).
I suppose it helps that we have lived here for 50 years. That is longer than anyone else apart from two
neighbours. I am also careful not to cause hassle at peak viewing times. It is just a matter of living amicably
with one’s neighbours.
This is a wonderful hobby, which can be enjoyed into ripe old age. ( Bill is 77 - Ed. )
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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ONCE MORE UNTO……. NORMANDY
ROLAND JONES
Taking advantage of the Lottery Funding of "Heroes Return", four members of the Air Formation Signal Regiments
Association (AFSRA) joined together for a visit to Normandy in September 2005.
The trip was booked by Dennis Egan (GW4XKE - RSARS) through The War Research Society based on his good
experience with them 6 years earlier.
On parade were Founder Member & Secretary/Treasurer of AFSRA Dennis Egan (011) with his neighbour from the
Vale of Glamorgan Alan Chick (224). They travelled to Birmingham, where the War Research Society is based. They
were joined there by AFSRA Membership Secretary Chris Collier (043) and his wife Marion who had travelled from
Wolverhampton. They stayed in a Birmingham Hotel overnight ready for an early departure for France next morning.
On arrival at Dover Ferry Terminal they were joined by Roland Jones (211) and his wife Pamela. The Ferry crossing to
Calais gave time to reminisce. Chris and Roland recalled they were together 61 years ago on a Landing Ship Tank,
from Portsmouth to Normandy with 12th Air Formation Signals. During that crossing Roland was detailed for Guard
duty at 0200hours down in the hold of the ship and in complete darkness, he stood alone with fixed bayonet guarding a
Sherman Tank. Roland recalled that "We eventually disembarked onto Mulberry Harbour and on reaching the beach
Chris's lorry broke down. He was ordered to remain in. the vehicle with a Bren gun for protection awaiting rescue
services to attend!"
After arriving in Calais the coach took us to Hotel Novotel in Rouen. The following morning we left Rouen for a tour
of the Southern Normandy Battlefields. At each of the battle sites we were given a comprehensive and graphic account
of the actions that took place in June, July & August 1944. Our narrator was Rupert van der Horst, who completed 33
years commissioned service with the Royal Marines.
The day included visits to Vimoutieres, the Falaise Pocket, and Hill 112. There we were given a vivid description of
the key Battle of the Falaise Gap. Fierce fighting resulting in enormous losses on all sides ended on 21st August and
that signalled the destruction of the Germans in Normandy. The German Cemetery at La Cambe puts the whole thing
in perspective when you see the graves of 21,202 men plus a communal burial mound of another 296 whose names are
unknown. The Polish cemetery tells a similar story.
By the time we reached our Hotel at Caen all 42 passengers on board had become very friendly and a good atmosphere
prevailed during dinner and afterwards. The group comprised a wide range of ages, the youngest being a 7 year old
girl and others in their eighties. Some of the party were revisiting areas where they had served, while others were
visiting the graves of lost loved ones. There was also a young family with four boys interested to learn more of this
important part of history.
Normandy Airborne Troops Museum
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Roland (Roli) P.S.Jones, Pamela Jones, Dennis K. Egan (Sherman tank to the right)

Young Service people - French, Belgian, American etc. being told the history of D-Day 1944 by the local Mayor
Next day was devoted to the American sector. At St. Mère les deux Eglises we saw the church where the US
paratrooper John Steele became suspended on the steeple. (As seen in the film "The Longest Day"). A model still
hangs there commemorating the event. Utah and Omaha beaches together with the museum and visit to Pointe Du Hoc
proved moving and interesting but the most poignant part of the day was the visit to the American Cemetery at Omaha
Beach. This beautifully kept area overlooking the beach contains the graves of 9386 war dead, 307 of which are
unidentified with their cross being inscribed "known unto God". Another 1557 missing Servicemen are remembered on
a memorial. It was interesting to learn that a further 14,000 bodies were repatriated to America at the request of their
next-of-kin for them to be buried on American soil.
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Dennis Egan, GW4XKE on Utah Beach
As a matter of respect we wore our medals during visits to cemeteries. This resulted in people, young and old, wishing
to shake our hands and offer their thanks for their liberation.

  
Remembrance and thanksgiving
Our final day was spent in the area where Forces under the command of Field Marshal Montgomery landed. We
started at the British Military Cemetery at Bayeux where over 4,000 Commonwealth soldiers are buried along with 505
other nationalities, mostly German. Before leaving we joined together in a short Service of Thanksgiving and
Remembrance - Dennis Egan recited the exhortation "They shall grow not old as we who are left grow old" We
followed this with a visit to the Bayeux Museum, then on to Arromanches where the remains of the Mulberry Harbour
are clearly visible.
Pegasus Bridge (originally known as Benouville Bridge) was our next stop. It was renamed Pegasus in honour of the
6th British Airborne Division who recaptured it in the early hours of 6th June. One of the guys who landed there
attended the Royal Signals Association Reunion at Blandford Forum in June and marched with Chris and Roland on
the WW2 Veterans' March Past.
The Museum contains many interesting exhibits and photographs of the action on 6th June. It also has a full size
replica of a HORSA Glider. We later visited the Church Cemetery at Ranville where Lt. Den Brotheridge (first
casualty of D-Day) lies buried.
A brief stop was made at Ranville cemetery where one of our party laid a wreath on her brother's grave. He was killed
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on D-Day and she makes an annual pilgrimage to the grave. The final visit of the tour was to The Merville Battery. A
40 acre site with four casemates containing 150mm guns, several pillboxes, an underground command post and a
heavily mined area surrounding it all.
A remarkable feat by The Parachute Regiment commanded by Lt.Col. T.B.H. Otoway captured this heavily guarded
fortress and saved it from bombarding the landing at Sword Beach. The attack on this site was described as epic but
with a heavy loss of men. To this day 192 men of the 9th Parachute Battalion are missing from the first night.
On our return to Calais we drove over the Troarn Bridge. The scene of one of the most daring raids deep in enemy
territory in the early hours of D-Day morning when the Bridge crossing the Dives river was demolished. The bridge
was replaced after the war and renamed Major Roseveare Bridge to honour the officer in charge of the action, On
arrival at Dover we were subjected to strict immigration control. Before the coach left for the journey back to
Birmingham, some passengers took their leave sorry to say goodbye to new found friends.
A worthwhile and interesting trip which highlighted the skill and bravery of the Allied Forces.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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GOLD BEACH 60 YEARS ON
A Second World War Living History camp in Normandy for the June 2004 commemorations

Under the title of GOLD BEACH 60 YEARS ON the organisers' website gives full detail of activities past and proposed but we
take the opportunity here to illustrate the involvement of our Rally Representative (South) Michael J. Buckley, M1CCF - RSARS
391 by way of these photographs kindly donated by him.
This was a live operation back to the UK using the vintage equipment.
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EXERCISE GB4ASS and GB4SNF
1st June 2006 to 7th June 2006
Colerne

After the high profile events of 2004 & 2005 anything following is perhaps rather an anticlimax, however, certain
members the team who had missed out wanted a repeat for 2006 so with some reluctance and persuasion it was
accepted that an approach would be made through the then CO Lt Col "Olly" D G Halstead at an Air Formation
Signals Association Committee Meeting held on the 16th March 2006 in the Officers’ Mess - and approved.
The events of the Operation were fully recorded in "MERCURY" No. 144, July 2006.
STATISTICS
Total number of stations worked= 481 (3 did not want a QSL card) worldwide.
QSL cards sent out 478 plus 20 to SWL’s to the end of July making a total of 498.
38 cards given away as a souvenir.
Total of 536 cards used.
(The callsign GB4SNF was activated again 1st to 28th July although from another location.)
Thanks go to the CO Lt Col David C Craft, O/c Training Wing Captain Nat D Baker. Eilean Robinson - Training
Wing Office, Training Wing WOII Alex Smith, Sgt Jayce Hodginson, Carol Rowlands, Sgt Mess, Janace Officers’
Mess Office. and many others in the Regiment.
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The Team:
Tim G Williams. G4YVY - RSARS
Peter Fletcher, GØRGB - RSARS. 28
Prof A David Vickers SWL. AFS Association
Dennis K Egan. GW4XKE - RSARS and RAFARS.
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"If all else fails I suppose I can resort to this mode!" said Peter, clutching an escaped pigeon, "I hope he's Signals'
trained."

   
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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OPERATION GB4TCW and GB4JHF
1st June 2007 to 7th June 2007
Colerne

The place
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The people
GW4XKE, G4YVY, G4KJV, GØRGB

G4YVY, Pat Soward, G4KJV, GØRGB
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Over a number of years it has been the practice of a small team of radio amateurs with the support of the Armed Services Amateur Radio
Societies to carry out self-training and exercise their communication skills with Special Event Commemorative call signs.
Some of these have been very high profile events and others of a much lower key but in these the team have had the support and permission of
all Commanding Officers and members of 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) since they moved from Germany about 1992 to be based at the old
wartime RAF Station at Azimghur Barracks, Colerne, Wiltshire - now disused in that role except by small training aircraft and a local University
ATC.
It is no exception that again over Friday 1st to 7th June 2007 commemorative stations were to be activated on the air worldwide at the Training
Wing adjacent Block 52 building over this period. It was from this Training Wing that many other Special Event Stations had been heard and that
includes the 63rd Anniversary of D-Day 6th June 1944 and the virtual end of the Second World War.
The theme this year however is in support of our Armed Forces in today's very hostile environments in Iraq, Afghanistan and other areas over
the world where our Service people lay their lives down in the line of duty, once again, as we did in the past so a very special QSL card has been
issued.
It was found necessary to reposition two of the three excellent 50ft military aerial masts on loan to us. One was already in a suitable position
and the other two required to be moved so that North/South and East/West could be covered and so we could gain worldwide coverage from one or
more of the four stations under the call signs GB4TCW (Tactical Communications Wing) and GB4 JHF (Joint Helicopter Forces). As it was a
Friday afternoon and a very late start as well, following an unexpected transport problem for two of the crew of three, we had to set about and
carry out this task ourselves. It requires at least at least two or three people to assist in this operation and we could not call on anyone else eventually we got aerials erected and ready for use.
We then started to set up stations in three separate rooms from Block 52 to avoid intermodulation from audio and CW etc. After a break for the
evening meal at the Sergeants’ Mess we returned to make test transmissions from station one GB4TCW only contacting Ian G8OFZ in
Shrewsbury on 80 meters, then Chris G2ABR in Harwich. Station two worked GW3KVX Dick in Wales on CW with OTØM Christian on SSB in
Antwerp followed by EA5/ON4CAX Lewis on holiday at Alicante, Spain. Then Rich G4PCE in Solihull called on CW to close down and going to
the bar for a well earned pint ready for a full operation on the Saturday.

GØRGB winkling them out
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And G4YVY chases another into the log
The following days saw the arrival of John Densem G4KJV (a local from Chippenham) with his new small van redesigned and kitted out as an
Amateur Radio Mobile Station with the inevitable "Brew Up" equipment etc. and with its own radio masts in sections, wire aerials etc.
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Tim manning John's famous van
Many contacts were made in the following days both on SSB and CW but we were very sorry that John S. Dixon MØBZG was unable to attend
at the very last minute as he had a complete vehicle failure and Dr A. David Vickers SWL who had been unexpectedly surprised by success in
local elections and had been booked to attend Training Sessions for those elected.
Contacts were made with many of those who were ex-RAF or had been stationed at Colerne from its inception in 1939 and after WW2 to the
early 1990's when the RAF left and 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) came back to the UK from Germany.
This station is located on a high plateau with a good radio take off and is known to have its own type of weather being rather wind-swept,
changeable and sometimes quite hot. Often one can see nearby many hot air balloons of all types and sizes taking to the sky when conditions are
stable - a sight to see especially at dusk.
Well over 500 contacts were made with stations from all over the UK., Europe, USA etc. Middle and Far East (such as Japan) in fact
worldwide and the specially designed QSL has been sent out to all those contacted by the team and to SWLs who have sent in cards.
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"Yes, I have proved conclusively that if you close your eyes you can hear the weak ones better!
It is a question of not overloading the senses - especially when you get to my age!"
We were pleased to welcome Pat. F. Soward as a visitor and our thanks go to all who made a contact and our apology to those we missed or did
not hear. We are grateful to the 2/ic Major Chris Laycock and RSM Steve Mayell who also visited the stations and signed the Visitors’ Book.
The team comprised Dennis K. Egan GW4XKE, Peter Fletcher GØRGB, Tim G. Williams G4YVY and John Densem G4KJV.

The above appeared as an article by GW4XKE in "MERCURY" (the Journal of RSARS) No. 147 - July 2007.
The photographs on this page are by kind permission of G4KJV
VISIT THE QSL CABINET of this operation.
AND VISIT THE DIY PICTURE VIEWER - snapshots taken by GW4XKE at the event. of this operation.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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"THE CATHEDRAL OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS"
"St. Anne, Alderney"
St. Anne is the main town on the Channel Island of Alderney and sometimes described as the capital. It takes
up a large part of the island.
St. Anne is also the name of the one and only parish on the island (Church of England)and the ancient Parish
Church dedicated to the Virgin Mary was sited at the lower end of the High Street but fell into ruins and was
replaced in the late 1580s by a chapel of St. Anne. In 1851 the old chapel was demolished, but the clock tower
was retained.
The parish church of St. Anne was built in 1850 (architect: Sir Gilbert Scott), a gift of the Revd. John Le
Mesurier, son of the last hereditary Governor, in accordance with the wishes of his father.
Chris., GU3TUX/RSARS 3194 tells us that he took the photograph of the gate on the driveway to his Anglican
Church on Good Friday, 21st March 2008. This island has a long standing connection with Royal Signals and is
visited by detachments from the Corps and other regiments who carry out 'pro bono' work for a couple of
weeks in the Summer. Erecting these gates was one such activity following the 30-year long association between
the 30th Signals and the island and the regiment being granted the freedom of St. Anne's in 1989.
The building St. Anne has its own website at: http://www.alderney.gov.gg/index.php/pid/81 and and the full
detail of the gates is revealed at the foot of that website page.
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"50 Years and still smiling together"

BRYAN

LINDA

30th August 1958: A sunny day in Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne - a young couple tied the knot
wondering what the future had in store.
Call-up papers for the groom to commence his obligatory National Service as from 5th February 1959
decided their future travels. The birth of daughter Angela some 4 years later, followed by Andrew 7
years later dispelled any rumours that at age 17 years Linda had to get married. The fact that they
celebrated their 50th Anniversary on 30th August 2008 also negates any suspicions that it wouldn't
last.
Ignoring activities laid on by the kids the half-century celebrations started with a wonderful bouquet
of flowers being delivered first thing, signalling "Love and best wishes " from Dick G3NVK and his dear
lady Jo, a wonderful and appropriate start.
A few weeks earlier Sam G4OHX popped the question "What are you doing over your anniversary
weekend? " A few anxious days later (problems with domestic cats!) we drove down to meet Sam and
Grace for the first time and to enjoy a BBQ at Ormesby. They had graciously invited us to stay for
a few days but as mentioned our cat restricted our sojourn to the day of 31st August only.
Departing at 7am we were saddened to note that we were driving in thick fog which did not bode well
but at 52 miles from Ormesby (according to Satnav) the fog lifted and we were in sunshine and soon
meeting Sam and Grace for the first time.
We were joined by Alan G4BXQ and Brenda, Tom GØSCP and Brenda, and Sam and Grace's daughter
Debbie with husband Neil making a happy party number of ten. It should have been a party of
fourteen but sadly other priorities and health problems took their toll
31st August 2008: A sunny day at Ormesby St. Margaret, Norfolk - it could be said that it was a
memorable occasion for Linda and Bryan but that would definitely be an understatement. Wonderful
celebrations had been prepared and organised by Sam and Grace even down to the cake, which was as
tasteful as it looked, to commemorate the event. Sam toasted the happy couple and wished them
many more happy years in the future and we will make sure that we don't let them down
Obviously it wasn't just the proceedings that Sam and Grace organised - when leaving in the evening
it was but a few miles along the road that evidence of rain became apparent judging by the puddles.
Twenty miles from Ormesby we were now driving in rain which was with us until arriving home in
Chilwell. So to Sam and Grace not only our grateful thanks for a wonderful, memorable day but also
for our being able to enjoy it all in glorious sunshine.
And our thanks to all the others who were able to be present for making the effort and sharing the
moment with us.
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The photographs give you an idea of what a great time we all had.

Bryan MØOIC RSARS 3867
Linda 2E1SIS RSARS 3900

Rear: Tom GØSCP (former Thursday afternoon 40m Net) - Sam G4OHX (currently Tuesday morning 40m Net) - Bryan MØOIC (Tuesday
afternoon 80m Net) - Neil (son-in-law of Sam & Grace) - Alan G4BXQ (Tuesday and Thursday evening 80m Nets)
Front: Linda 2E1SIS (XYL Bryan MØOIC) - Brenda (XYL Tom GØSCP) - Debbie (Daughter of Sam & Grace) - Brenda (XYL Alan G4BXQ)
- Grace (XYL Sam G4OHX)
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Grace and Sam - our hostess and host for the day

Who asked "Who controls the Controllers?"
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THE GREAT GALLERY - ROOM 54
OPERATION LIBYA L.R.D.G.
2nd June 2008 to 8th June 2008
Colerne
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It may come as no surprise to some that GB4LRG (Long Range Desert Group) and GB2ASS (Air Support Signals) came on the air in 2008 with much
the same crew as our 2007 event but with a few additions to exercise and hone-up our communications skills and we were looking further back to the 1940
decade and the courageous number of servicemen who have perhaps been forgotten in the mists of time except by those of a certain age group along with
others who specialise in historical events, transport and equipment of the time.
After some 68 years since the inception of the Long Range Desert Group with Air Support Signals once more we had the full support and permission of the
Commanding Officer- currently Lt-Col. David A. Craft - and all ranks of 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) at the Training Wing and nearby Block 52 at
Azimghur Barracks, Colerne, Wiltshire - without them and all previous Commanding Officers these events could not have taken place.
The team (Peter Fletcher GØRGB, Tim Williams G4YVY, John S Dixon MØBZG and Daniel Millan GØOZU (wearing two hats - Editor for the Air
Formation Signals Association and the RSARS North West Area Rally Representative - who was collecting the now unused RSARS Display Unit made by
the first RSARS Welsh Regional Rally Representative at a Barry ARS Rally in 1986 and used until 2000 when the area was passed on to Syd D. Richards
GWØPPG who died in 2007) assembled on a rather dull Monday morning 2nd June 2008 with the threat of rain yet the earnest hope it would keep off until
aerials had been attached to and hoisted aloft on two of the three masts that had been sited by S/Sgt Jassie Hodgekinson of the Training Wing. The sudden
appearance of the Air Formation Signals Association Chairman Dr. A. David Vickers (a keen short wave listener) early that morning gave the distinct
impression of his interest as he had needed a very early start to cover the 200 miles from Southport, however the explanation was that he thought we were
starting on the Sunday but had journeyed early! With some persuasion the Guard Room Staff did not send him home but gave him the key to Room 7, one of
the 6 in accommodation Block 67 that been put at our disposal for the week.

GW4XKE
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G4YVY - SWL Dr. VICKERS - GØRGB
It did start to rain after lunch but we just managed to get the north east by south west 132ft doublet in the air before it started
in earnest. We were not so fortunate with the third mast which was moved by Tim Williams and John Dixon to a more
suitable site, they were both thoroughly soaked in the process. Peter set-up his station in Block 52 as last year next to the
Training Wing his "GØRGB Special" ground plane vertical sited and Tim G4YVY installed in another room and late in the
afternoon tests were carried out by Peter on 20m working four stations as GB4LRG, from the Training Wing station,
GB4LRG also made 31 contacts via the 80m Net controlled by Alan G4BXQ and we closed down at 20:32 to end our first
day.

The masts at Training Wing
Tuesday 3rd June - our first full operating day - and an early start was made though weather conditions were poor overcast
and wet. Peter put GB4LRG into action on 20m with a call from Tor in Norway LA6KOA at 07:41 and continued throughout
the day and evening at varying periods both on SSB and CW from the location in Block 52. It was a similar story from Tim
G4YVY operating from another room one some of the other higher frequency bands. Later in the day we had a considerable
improvement in weather conditions and this continued - and it was dry and warm for the rest of our stay at Colerne.
40m and 80m were very productive for GB4LRG throughout our stay with the various operators Dennis GW4XKE, Peter
GØRGB, Daniel GØOZU and a surprise visitor Tony Sugdon G3UNC who called in on two evenings. Regrettably Daniel,
had to leave after two days due to work commitments. John S. Dixon MØBZG also decided he had to leave due a worsening
of his medical condition - and he had a long drive from back to Boston, Lincs. Another visitor was Pat F. Soward the AFS
Association Publicity Office who had some items for Daniel for the National Service (RAF) Association Reunion and Parade
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at the RAF Museum Cosford on 22nd June 2008.

GØRGB and G4YVY

David (SWL) - G4YVY - GØRGB
On Wednesday 4th June the GB2ASS call was activated by Tim G. Williams G4YVY from his station on 40m and 80m both
on SSB and CW and was in great demand. Some VHF entries were put in the 2m log book but it was very hard going even
with his Yagi (pictured below).
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In the following days to the final day Sunday 8th June many stations called us worldwide and managed to get through the
pile-ups and showing great interest, we thank them for the patience - especially some of the weaker and low power stations.
To sum up the log books indicate that over the period 2nd to 8th June 2008 (less one and a half days, stand to and stand
down) some 668 contacts were made. With the QSL cards we have received with SSAE's direct and SWL's indicates some
700 cards will be sent out. This does not include any cards from SWL's to be received via the Bureau. GB4LRG was
activated again 1st to 28th July inclusive from another location. Many thanks to you all - with our apology to those we missed
or did not hear.
Initial coverage of the above appeared as an article by GW4XKE in "MERCURY" (the Journal of RSARS) No. 150 - July
2008.
Far from being the first (and it highly likely it will not be the last) Special Event amateur radio activity in this context in
which Dennis Egan GW4XKE has been deeply involved over the last 12 years this event and many others are detailed in a 4page downloadable document entitled SPECIAL EVENTS 1989-2008 by GW4XKE at:
http://www.rsars.org.uk/ELIBRARY/edocs.htm
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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THE GREAT GALLERY - ROOM 55
DESERT STORES
June 2009

Where did you get that hat?
I bought it from our Stores,
And if you pay old Mike his fee
One like it can be yours!
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Mandy 2E1GWO RSARS 4083
at Karnak, Thebes (Modern Luxor) Egypt

The temples at Karnak are one of the greatest architectural achievements besides the
Pyramid
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Beggars can't be choosers and transport is at a premium
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THE GREAT GALLERY - ROOM 56
EXERCISE MARKET GARDEN
1st June 2009 to 7th June 2009
GB65BTF and GB2ADU

THE TEAM
SWL David W. Barnes - RSA
John H. Densem G4KJV - RSARS, RAFARS
Dennis K. Egan GW4XKE - RSARS, RAFARS
Peter Fletcher GØRGB - RSARS
SWL Kane Gunter - RSARS, AFSA
Ian McGowan G8OFZ - RSARS
Daniel Millan GØOZU - RSARS
SWL Dr. A. David Vickers - AFSA

L/R
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Rear row
Kane Gunter, Peter Fletcher, Dennis K. Egan, David W. Barnes, Ian McGowan, A. David Vickers

Front
Daniel Millan, John H. Densem

Peter GØRGB with his HF vertical quarter-wave Ground Plane
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The Group outside the Training Wing Office on the occasion of Dr. A. David Vickers, Hon. Chairman of Air Formation
Signals Association (AFSA)
making the retirement presentation to the office manageress of many years standing Eileen Robinson (a former WAAF).
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The AFSA flat with Daniel Millan and Kane Gunter

The full detail of this meritorious operation is revealed in the well-written article by Dennis GW4XKE published in the RSARS Journal
"MERCURY" (No. 153 of July 2009) and which is for your convenience made available in PDF HERE

VISIT THE QSL CABINET of this operation.
Photographs kindly donated by Kane Gunter.
RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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THE GREAT GALLERY - ROOM 57
GARDENER'S DELIGHT
The private Eden of David Oddie, 2EØDAO

Every year I start about March with the gardening. I buy in many of my plants as seedlings or small plants and pot
them up into 4-inch pots and trays. The Fuchsias I try to keep from year to year,taking cuttings in the summer, I like to
grow in peat but am not able to get the real stuff nowadays.
I have tried all the substitutes but am not able to find anything to beat peat proper.
My garden is on a slope so I made it into three levels, shrubs and the greenhouse at the highest part hiding the inverted
G5RV - two legs going to the apexes of the bungalow.
On the second levels it is gravel and stepping stones and on this level I have a 2m x 70cm antenna: also on that level I
have GP-2500F HF vertical.
There is a trellis dividing the next level that is scabbed and here there are large box balls in 15-inch tubs.
On the front I have my own stone hedge - the plants on the front are numerous but mainly Fuchsias with a small box
hedge around a block-paved area.
I have so many pots to attend to that takes a considerable time watering when necessary.
I have been growing plants for many years, and found it very relaxing when I was on shift work: I would come in
from work, have a cup of tea and go into the greenhouse until 2 o'clock in the morning but now retired (and at the
tender age of 73 not surprisingly I prefer to be in bed by about 10 o'clock of an evening!
My good lady Pauline says I have more antennas around the place than the BBC, she just loves it in the summer
months as all the plants and flowers hide the antenna farm!
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Our England is a garden, and such gardens are not made
By singing:- "Oh, how beautiful!" and sitting in the shade,
While better men than we go out and start their working lives
At grubbing weeds from gravel paths with broken dinner-knives.
Then seek your job with thankfulness and work till further orders,
If it's only netting strawberries or killing slugs on borders;
And when you back stops aching and your hands begin to harden,
You will find yourself a partner in the Glory of the Garden.
RUDYARD KIPLING

The Fuchsia is a genus of flowering plants consisting mostly of shrubs or small trees. The first, Fuchsia triphylla, was discovered on the Caribbean
island of Hispaniola (present day Dominican Republic and Haiti) in 1703 by the French Minim monk and botanist, Charles Plumier. He named the
new genus after the renowned German botanist Leonhart Fuchs (1501-1566).
There are currently almost 110 recognized species of Fuchsia. The vast majority are native to South America, but with a few occurring north
through Central America to Mexico, and also several from New Zealand to Tahiti.

RETURN TO CATALOGUE
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